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FLV to Video Converter Pro 2 based on its advanced technology and self-improvement
target, now this upgrade version will give you a more convenient and efficient way to convert
any encoded FLV/F4V to other popular videos for enjoying on kinds of portable devices, even
the latest generation like iPod, iPod Touch, iPod Nano, iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS,
Zune, Zune HD, Archos, Archos 5/7/9, PSP/PS3, Creastive Zen, Apple TV, Xbox 360, Wii and
so on. It is also able to convert: FLV/F4V to H.264 FLV, FLV/F4V to H.263 FLV, FLV/F4V to
SWF, FLV/F4V to AVI(including encoded with VFW codec), FLV/F4V to MPEG, FLV/F4V to
MP4, FLV/F4V to 3GP, FLV/F4V to MOV, FLV/F4V to WMV, FLV/F4V to MP3, FLV/F4V to
WMA, FLV/F4V to AAC, FLV/F4V to DV, FLV/F4V to DVD, etc. What's more, it supports
converting FLV with Alpha to lossless raw video/RGBA32 (*.avi) to be edited in Windows
Movie Maker, Adobe Premiere, Sony Vegas, etc and allows you to do batch conversion, edit
video such as cropping video area, cutting video length, adding various logo, adjusting
special effect and so on. You will also feel amazed and good by its 2 or 3 times faster
conversion speed and perfect quality.

Key Features

This brand-new and intuitive interface will let you easily control this program and love
it.

Support converting any encoded FLV/F4V to other video formats like WMV, MOV,
MKV, MPEG, MP4, AVI and more.

Support playing any FLV/F4V on the portable devices, including the latest generation
like iPod, iPod Nano, iPhone, iPhone 3G,etc.

You are able to convert any FLV/F4V to H.264 FLV, H.263 FLV, SWF, and AVI
encoded with VFW codec.

Could import FLV with Alpha and convert to lossless raw video/RGBA32 (*.avi) for
editing in Adobe Premiere, Sony Vegas, etc

Support multithreading, batch conversion, merging files to save your energe and time.

Customize and choose your file size and parameters flexibly as your wish.

You could edit your files by trimming, cropping, adding watermark, adjust volume and
special effect, replacing audio and so on.

Based on its advanced techonology, you can get 2 or 3 times faster conversion speed
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and perfect output files, never happen out of sync.

You are able to preview the FLV/F4V video in its inserted player.

Extract audio/music from your FLV/F4V files and capture wonderful movie images.

Completely compatible with Windows 2003, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7.

System Requirements

Operating System: Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista/Windows 7
64MB Memory (128MB recommended)
Adobe Flash Player 7 or above
512MB hard disc space or above
Windows compatible Monitor (800*600 or above resolution)
Windows compatible mouse and keyboard
Windows compatible sound blaster
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